In several papers, the read/write atomiiicitv miiodel assumes that a single-writer/nmulti-reader atomic register resides at each processor and each processor owns the registers that it holds [17] . Each such register is writable by the owner and readable by each neighbour of the owner. Let us call this model the atomic-state model. In both the atomic-state aud atomic-liiuk mnodels, an atomic step by a processor consists of either reading or writing one of the available registers. We are interested in the differences between the atomicstate and atomic-link models, and in determining the existei ce of conmpilers between these two models.
As the size and complexity of networks increases, the likelihood of failure of a comiiponent somewhlere in the system increases. This motivates ns to design algorithms (and compilers) that have bnilt-in fauilttolerance. The fanlt-tolerant models considered in this paper are wait-freedom and self-stabilization.
Informally, an operation is wait-free if no processor invokinig the operation can be forced to wait indefinitely for another processor [9] . Sucli robUstness imiplies that stopping failures (or very slow execution) of any sulbset of processors cannot prevent another processor from correctly completing its operation. Since unbounded waiting is prohibited, wait-free algorithmiis are necessarily lock-free. Wait-free implemnentations a_void well-known problems such as deadlock and livelock. Most of the research on wait-free implemelitations, however, assumes a globally shared memory model, where each processor can read and write any register, which is substantially stronger than either the atomic-state oi atomic-link netw-ork models.
Informally, a self-stabilizing system is guaranteed to converge to the intended behavior in finite time, regardless of the initial states of either the processors or the comnitrnicatioii registers. An algorithm is selfstabilizing if, after a burst of transient errors of somne components of a distribnted system (which leaves the system in an arbitrary confignration), the system recovers and retnrns to the specified configrlrations. If a self-stabilizing algorithm is general enough, it can also deal with topology chanige, so that the systeim will still antomatically converge to eventuially have a correct behavior as the network topology changes over time.
Related research There are several papers [2, 17] [12] presented self-stabilizing versions of well-known implementatioins of shared register. For instanice, they presenit a wait-free self-stabilizing imiipleimientation of a mnlulti-writer/niulti-reader atoimic register using single-writer/dual-reader regular registers of unboninded size. These implemientations require globally shared memory.
In the full versioin of this paper [11] , we study the relationships betweein four different models: the atonicstate, and the atomic-linkmodels and the tw-o corresponding models w-here the registers are only regilar rather than atomic. We determine the existence or not of wait-free compilers between these models. We present a self-stabiliziing compiler fromn any of these four imodels to any other onie. Proof: Let X be the single-writer/multi-reader atomic register to be implemented, and let w denote the writer. Denote the write and read operations to R by WRITE and READ respectively. Denote by write and read, the operations on the single-writer/single-reader registers of the implementations. By way of contradiction, suppose p and q are any two readers that do not share any register. Suppose the initial value of R is 0. We construct a computation that has p and q repeatedly executing READ of IZ while w executes a single WRITE of value 1 to R. No processes other than w, p and q access R during this interval. The computation will have some READ return the old value 0, after an earlier READ returns the new value 1, providing the required contradiction.
First form a partial execution, E, inductively as follows. Initially E is empty and has 0 segments. Extend E a segment at a time, by, at each step, letting w run alone until it has executed exactly one (more) write in its program for WRITE. Then pause w and sequentially execute a complete READ of R by p, followed by a non-overlapping and complete READ of R by q. Because READ of R. is a wait-free operation, it can be performed in between two write operations. The partial execution E consists of all segments up to but not including the first segment where either p or q returns the new value, 1. Since the WRITE by w is wait-free, it will eventually complete. After that, all subsequent READ operations must return 1 to be correct. So eventually p or q must return 1. Thus E has a finite number of segments, and in every segment of E both p and q return 0 for their READ operations. Now construct two alternative extensions of E by one more segment. In the first, E is extended to El by letting w run alone until it has executed exactly one (more) write. Then pause w and sequentially execute a complete READ of R by p, followed by a nonoverlapping and complete READ of R by q, followed bv letting w finish its WRITE to completion while executing alone. From the construction of E, in computation El either p or q returns 1 for its READ in this last segment.
In the second, E is extended to E2 in nearly the same way except that the ordering of p and q reversed.
That is, add one more segment by letting w run alone until it has executed exactly one more write in its program for WRITE, followed by a READ of R by q, and then a non-overlapping READ of R by p, followed by letting w finish its WRITE to completion while executing alone.
Since tions. An ATOMIC-STATE-READ operation requires at least 1, PI ATOMIC-LINK-READ and ATOMIC-LINK-WRITE operations. But there is no linilt on the nuniber of operations performed during an ATOMIC-STATE-READ or during an ATOMIC-STATE-WRITE operation. The duration of the T(ATOMIC-STATE-WRITE) on p depends on the speed of p's neighbouir (more precisely, on how often, they read p's registers). The T(ATOMIC-STATE-READ) also takes time, a processor may be locked for sometime, before obtaininig a neighbour state.
